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Swifts®  cable ladder couplers and fasteners
straight length to straight length couplers

All dimensions (mm) are nominal

Straight lengths : see p. 34-36➔

Finishes and standards : see p. 34-36➔

Fastener positioning

Joggles are formed in the bottom of PC and EC couplers to allow easy 
installation of ladder cut lengths

Couplers are used for joining together straight lengths in the medium 
duty (Topaz), heavy duty (Sapphire) and extra heavy duty (Emerald) 
ranges

Fittings in these ranges have integral couplers. See p. 44 for more 
information

Even when ladders are cut to length, the slots in the coupler will always 
align with the slots in the ladder side rail

Supplied in pairs with the appropriate quantity of fasteners

Medium duty 
(Topaz) ZCF

Heavy duty 
(Sapphire) PCF

Extra heavy duty 
(Emerald) ECF

■ Installation (typical)

Slide the couplers under the return flanges of one ladder side rail and 
loosely fit a single fastener to each coupler to hold it in place

Slide the second ladder over both couplers, adjust each coupler 
position to align the slots with the side rail slots and secure with all 
fasteners

■ Assembly

Note

Bolts should be inserted through the side rail first

For location of coupler and position of fasteners, see below

Medium duty (Topaz)

Supplied in pairs, with fasteners (4 per coupler) 

When bolting to cut ends adjust coupler to ensure 4 bolts can be 
inserted

Note  

When connecting straight lengths to straight lengths even when ladder 
is cut to length, the slots in the coupler will always align with slots in the 
ladder side rail

Heavy duty (Sapphire) and extra heavy duty (Emerald)

Supplied in pairs, with fasteners (8 per coupler)

When bolting to cut ends adjust coupler to ensure 8 bolts can be inserted

Note 

When connecting straight lengths to straight lengths even when ladder 
is cut to length, the slots in the coupler will always align with slots in the 
ladder side rail

When connecting straight lengths to fittings, use fastener sets, 
see p. 44

For additional types of straight length to straight length couplers and 
fasteners, see p. 39-42

   Ladder range
  Topaz Sapphire Emerald

Cat. Nos. ZCF PCF ECF

Quantity of fasteners 
per coupler 4 8 8

Key :  Replace the letter shown in red with your choice from the 
following options :

F = Finish :  G (hot dip galvanised after manufacture)
D (deep galvanised)
S (stainless steel)
E (powder coated)
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■ Dimensions and weights

Fasteners (included)

A Side rail

B Coupler

C  M10 x 20 coachbolt

D M10 flange nut

Recommended Torque 

Setting (M10): 40NmC A B D

Weights
All weights given are in kilograms (kg) and are for a pair of 
couplers in hot dip galvanised G finish

To obtain the appropriate component weight in other 
finishes, multiply the given weight by the following factors :

Deep galvanised  (D) x 1·07
Stainless steel  (S) x 0·94
Powder coated  (E) x 0·97

     Weight
Cat. Nos. A B C D (kg)

ZCF 220 13 95 1·5 0·6

PCF 220 13 119 2·0 1·0

ECF 220 13 144 2·0 1·2

C
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Six 37 x 13
rectangular
slots
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slots
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D
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rectangular
slots

■ Assembly (continued)

Fastener finishes

For ladders with G, D and E finishes, fasteners are high tensile Grade 
8.8 hot dip galvanised

For ladders with S finish, fasteners are corrosion resistant stainless 
Grade A470

An alternative material for fasteners may be required depending on the 
installation environment - contact us on +44 (0) 845 605 4333

Medium duty 
(Topaz) ZCF

Heavy duty 
(Sapphire) PCF

Extra heavy duty 
(Emerald) ECF

All dimensions (mm) are nominal
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